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ALFRESCO BRINGS PEOPLE AND PROCESS TOGETHER WITH NEW SOLUTION INTEGRATION 

OPEN-SOURCE ECM PLATFORM 

    
By: M.S.Yatnatti: Editor and Video Journalist Bengaluru: Alfresco Software, the leading open-source provider of Enterprise Content Management (ECM) and Business Process Management (BPM) solutions, 

recently announced a major advancement in the integration of content, people and process. Through updates to both Alfresco One and Alfresco Activiti, Alfresco is providing an open approach to meeting a 

company’s digital transformation goals by delivering the flexibility they need to meet evolving business process requirements as well as increasing the value from how content is managed within their 

organization."ECM and BPM are converging into a market we refer to as PCM [Process and Collaboration Management]. Rival vendors vying for share in this new market will be compelled to prove how they can 

help their customers and prospects run their businesses better through process improvements, enhanced collaboration, and easier ways to exploit content and media," 451 Research Analyst Carl Lehmann wrote in a 

recent report. "Alfresco's evolving business strategy is set up to do just that."Leading-edge companies will benefit from tight integration of ECM and BPM solutions that were designed and built to work together. 

For example, processing a loan application for a financial services company involves managing multiple documents from applicants as well as internally created files - all part of a loan-approval process. The Alfresco 

integrated solution brings together process and content into a single solution that simplifies the workflow and improves customer service. It also captures approval flows and relevant content to help a company 

address its compliance requirements."Because every piece of content is tied to a business process and vice versa, an integrated content management and business process solution can deliver great value to enterprise 

and government. Alfresco’s modern and open approach to these solutions has always recognized this critical interdependency," Alfresco provides modern enterprise content management (ECM) and business process 

management (BPM) software built on open standards that enables organizations to unlock the power of their business-critical content. With the controls that IT demands and the simplicity that end users love, 

Alfresco's open source technology enables global organizations to collaborate more effectively across cloud, hybrid and on-premise environments. Innovating at the intersection of content, collaboration and business 

process, Alfresco’s software manages over seven billion documents, powering the daily tasks of more than 11 million users worldwide. Select Alfresco customers include: Amnesty International, Cisco, DAB Bank, 

FOX, NASA, PGA Tour, and Sony Entertainment. Founded in 2005, Alfresco’s U.S. headquarters are in San Mateo, California and European headquarters are in Maidenhead, UK.  Please visit at 

http://www.alfresco.com. 

Every employee is an entrepreneur today. Companies have started treating employees as short-term assets, and they, in turn, have they reinvented themselves as marketable goods, always ready to quit, always on the 

look-out for the next good opportunity. So, every person should think of herself as a business — Me, Inc — and to survive this new world of work, the CEO of Me, Inc the employee must be a quitter, The idea of 

work has changed so much in the last 20 years that employees are looking to quit from the moment they start at a job. Experts state that Governments should not provide welfare, but should exist only to organize 

markets, ensure they function well, and promote competition and innovation. If the company wasn’t making commitments, employees weren’t willing to pledge loyalty. It was sensible for a person to pick a job with 

an eye on learning skills that could be used in future in another company. In short, a job is a good job if it will lead to another job with another company. ―People should view themselves as a business a bundle of 

skills, assets, qualities, experiences and relationships to be managed and continually enhanced,‖. Entrepreneurs need to learn how to sell online. The must know how to validate their products. A lot of entrepreneurs 

need to learn how to get their story out there. Customers need to know what is unique about the product. Branding thier product is important how to put the product in front of the right customer, how to price it and 

handle promotion are very important. Number one is always finding demand. Product strategy has to be aligned with customer demand. B2C has more opportunity.Be your own boss .Create a startup and be your 

own boss  . Reportedly the study, the first of its kind, was conducted by researchers at the University of Rochester. They found that over the last 15 years, 153 artificial intelligence professors in North American 

universities left their posts for industry. Another 68 moved into industry while retaining part-time roles with their universities.From 2004 to 2009, 26 university professors moved into industry. In 2018 alone, 41 

professors made the move. The exponential rise in departures over the last decade and a half indicates that the trend will continue. The talent shift could accelerate the development of artificial intelligence inside tech 

giants like Google, Microsoft, Amazon and Apple .But at the university’s the professors left behind, graduating students were less likely to create new AI companies. When they did, they attracted smaller amounts of 

funding, according to the study. The effect was most pronounced in the field of ―deep learning,‖ a technology that has become a crucial part of new AI systems. In time, the brain drain from academia could hamper 

innovation and growth across the economy, the study argued. ―The knowledge transfer to students is lost, and because of that, so is innovation,‖ 

Let it be small or big be your own boss .A small seed can become big tree .You have to have passion commitment and good idea good networking skills .A start up need to have a well documented business plan 

investment strategy and including exit options to angel investors in the start itself as later problem should noy crop up with founders. You should have good product and it should be in need and it should have better 

feature than other products. what is not working discontinue it .Scale it as demand grows .Do not ignore Marketing .Growth capital is very important but do not over raise the finance and hire good talent as an when 

it is required .Do not over pay as it will be very difficult to manage the startup .Time is everything .Be different find right investors and venture capitalists and not vulture capitalists. Raise money intelligently find 

the right people be sure and flexible .Do not ignore open source technology. Well documented code of conduct is very important for every employee. And directors of the startup. Well defined Information technology 

is one of the biggest mass employers. Be different startup .Find unsolved problems of customers and solve it, everybody has problems. Many have many problems .Few problems are universal. Few problems are local 

few are national and few are international .Find unsolved problems. Companies succeed because they solve and understand the unsolved problem and come up with solutions that are very different from what others 

do. Put yourself in the customer's position; perhaps you would have experienced a pain point yourself. You may not fully understand the difficulty unless you experience it yourself .Develop deep customer insights. 

Secret of your success is in Passion, determination, vision, agility, team play, fund-raising skills.  

             

http://www.alfresco.com/
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At 75, technocrat and serial inventor Sam Pitro da swears by just one mantra -excitement stems from new knowledge. The entrepreneur feels there's a need to set up innovation-oriented universities in India and to 

make students self-learners. At the University of British Columbia  a boy was  mentored. The boy decided to give up formal studies after class 10. Today, he has authored books on quantum physics and space, which 

have been prefaced by Nobel laureates. It is reported that the  boy  is a teacher. He doesn't have a lucrative job at a big company . We need to find motivation from within to be able to do whatever we want. The 

biggest issue we are dealing with is how to make children in India self-learners. The internet is rife with information, and has undoubtedly become one of our greatest resources for learning and self teaching . Instead 

of referencing an encyclopedia, we now hit up Google instead. To say the internet has changed the face of education .Today everybody is trying to turn into an entrepreneur .  

The ERP next is business management system for entrepreneurs . ERPNext is a comprehensive and affordable ERP solution containing modules that allow small and medium businesses to manage planning, 

budgeting, inventory and supply chain management, accounting and human resources. ERPNext is open source software written in Python, JavaScript and MySQL. Some of ERPNEXT’s key features 

include:Completely web-based Managing sales and sales teams Purchasing, inventory Invoicing, payments  Tasks, payroll with email, SMS.Ease of use: ERPNext is an interesting ERP web app because it takes the 

complexity out of ERP and is much more affordable than most of its competitors. The problem facing many companies nowadays is that a proper ERP system is very expensive and difficult to implement.This is 

where ERPNext is very different from most ERPs. Unlike many ERP systems, ERPNext is open-source and is designed for small to medium-sized businesses. It is based on wnframework, which was built primarily 

for the system itself but also features plenty of customization options.Customer Service:In addition to phone and email support, ERPNext offers a collection of tutorials in their Knowledge Base as well as helpful 

instruction with Guides featuring several helpful articles to get you started and keep your system running smooth Add-Ons and Integration: ERPNext can be easily integrated with several other tools like Magento 

Shopping Cart, Quickbooks and Tally, also with marketplaces including Amazon and Ebay.The company claims that even more extensions and applications are on the way to further build on.In 

Conclusion:ERPNext is a no-frills powerful system that proves that enterprise-resource planning (ERP) systems don’t have to be really complicated and expensive to do what you need them to do.ERPNext gives you 

the tools you need when you need them at a cost most businesses can afford.The Sales Pitch :Built for small and medium sized businesses across the world.Manufacturing Ideal for discrete manufacturing (Make to 

Order, Engineer to Order). Manage material planning, shipping, sales and accounting, customer support and more.Retail Multi-store retail business can track inventory, sales, billing, warranties, returns and much 

more across all their stores.Distribution Keep track of inventory, sales, serial numbers, batches across locations and warehouses. Manage billing, expenses and purchasing.Services Consultancies and service 

providers (software companies) can manage billing, accounting, projects, support online.Features :Selling: Lead, Opportunity, Quotation, Rates Taxes Terms and Conditions, Sales Order, DiscountsBuying: 

Purchase Request, Supplier Quotation, Purchase Order.Managing Inventory: Purchase Receipt, Rejections, Quality Inspections, UOM Conversions, Currency Conversions, Delivery Note, Stock Entry, Sub-

Contracting, Serial Numbers..Reportedly success is a subjective notion, if there ever was one. Increase your confidence by taking action. Broaden your definition of authenticity. Improve your social skills. Train 

yourself to delay gratification. Demonstrate passion and perseverance for long-term goals. Embrace a "growth mindset." Invest in your relationships. These are the scientific seven ways to achieve better success in 

your life and venture and entrepreneurship. Check out the findings from several studies, which shine a light on what it takes to achieve more in life as cited. 

A case study: According to press reports Saumya Gupta - From Being A Jobless Pilot To Creating A Rs.12 Crore Clothing Company.28 year old Saumya Gupta had dreamt of flying ever since she was a toddler. 

She attended her nursery interview with an aeroplane in her hand! After her 12th grade, she went to the U.S of A to do her pilot’s training course and returned to India with aspirations of flying with a 

commercial airline. This was in 2008 when due to recession, many jobs were lost and recruitment in the airline industry was rather slow. The aviation sector was undergoing a slowdown and getting a  job there 

was a challenge. Saumya shares ―I was without a job for almost 15 months. It was a major setback for me mentally as the outsi de world didn’t understand that aviation was undergoing a slowdown and most 

people believed there was a problem with me as a person or perhaps I was incompetent. My parents were worried as a lot had be en invested in my pilot training course & I was still sitting at home‖. After 

staying at home for a year, leading the teenager party life, her parents told Saumya that she had to support herself  .Reportedly Saumya says ―Where ever I applied, I was rejected as I was not even a graduate 

since I had done my pilot’s training course after 12th grade. I took up a job at Talwalkars Gym as a receptionist for Rs.5000/- but couldn’t do it for more than 7 days. I let that go & decided to join a call center 

where the salary was Rs.20000. I had no other option and was happy that finally I got a decent job‖. The call center job wasn ’t easy & was nowhere close to what Saumya had dreamt of or aspired for. Working 

at odd hours in the night and sleeping during the day, against the normal body clock, started taking a  toll on her. Saumya says ―I was really fed up. I asked my parents if I could get a few garments & sell from 

home. They immediately agreed & supported my idea. I then bought 30 garments from a garments exporter and set up a small exhi bition in my tiny bedroom at home. The clothes were displayed on the bed. 

We were sold out before the announced date of the exhibition. Many people used to like my personal choice of clothes and style & were looking forward to the clothes I would be selling. They came on early and 

the stocks were sold out‖!  Saumya  was ready again to get the batch of the next lot of 45 clothes. In the meanwhile, she continued taking calls at night & sold clothes during the day. She needed the  capital 

flowing and hence continued with her job. The next exhibition too was successful and her clothes were sold out completely yet again! Customers started requesting her for customisation. She then started 

stocking  few garments in small boutiques across many cities and started selling under the label ―Ten on Ten‖. Her label became very popular on Facebook and her business idea gathered momentum.  When 

she found some stability in her business and revenues started flowing in, Saumya quit the call center job after a year and registered her company in 2011. 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

ADVERTORIALS AND CONSULTANCY HELP LINE 
 

You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities BBMP, Taluka office, D.C. Office, Corporation, 

K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be have been pending for months, and years in 

Government files etc. 

Everybody is facing Problems, Problems? 

Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince ourselves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., through our news paper property politics and try to help you. 

We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems with Xerox copies, 

M.S.Yatnatti , Editor and Video Journalist Consultant  Mobile: 9945116476 

E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com    propertypolitics@gmail.com 

 

https://tenontenclothing.com/

